A proposed scheme for the classification and surgical planning of falcine meningioma treatment.
Falcine meningiomas (FM) represent a surgical challenge even in the microsurgical era. An individualised surgical approach to different FM is indispensable, but there have been few reports in this regard. Thus, based on our series of 20 patients with FM who underwent surgery between October 2001 and June 2010, we propose a classification scheme for FM removal and demonstrate its effectiveness. FM in our series were classified into four types, according to tumour growth patterns on coronal MRI: Type I, hemispheroid-shaped tumours invaginating deeply into one hemisphere without shifting the falx (10 patients); Type II, olive-shaped tumours shifting the falx substantially to the contralateral side (six patients); Type IIIA, globular- or dumbbell-shaped tumours extending into both hemispheres, but to different extents (one patient); and Type IIIB, globular- or dumbbell-shaped tumours extending into both hemispheres to approximately equal extent (three patients). An ipsilateral interhemispheric approach was performed for Type I tumours, and a contralateral transfalcine approach for Type II. Type IIIA tumour was approached from the side where the smaller tumour was located. Type IIIB tumours were approached from the non-dominant hemisphere. Simpson grade I resection was achieved in all 20 patients. The follow-up ranged from 12 months to 114 months. There was no postoperative mortality, serious neurological deficits, or tumour recurrence. The preliminary results suggest that the proposed scheme can facilitate surgical planning and accomplish complete tumour resection with minimal invasion.